Today's Intention: The Conversion of America.  
Religious Bulletin January 22, 1954  
Tomorrow's: The Conversion of the Jews.

Professor: "Young man, I'd like to compliment you on your work. When are you going to give me the chance?"

-------------

A Good Formula

When asked the secret of his success as a preacher, a Negro minister is reported to have declared: "It's simple. I reads myself full. I thinks myself clear. I prays myself hot. And then I let go."

There -- the expression might be humorous; but it's a perfect routine for success in the exams. Coming up is the first quiet weekend in a long time. Try to use it profitably. With over two million brain cells in each head, we ought to do something about the unemployment situation here at Notre Dame.

Get to an early Mass this Sunday -- then go to work. Leave the late Masses for the tired, old men of Saturday-night-and-last-bus fame -- and for the important freshmen who don't belong there at all.

Include some physical exercise as part of your preparation, too. Why? Because it breaks the tension, and clears the mind. An hour's recreation should be regarded as a sound investment.

Vespers In English

Every Sunday afternoon, at 5:15 in the Fisher Hall Chapel, Vespers are chanted in English by the Student Choir, with the congregation joining in. Would you care to participate? Or observe? The ceremony closes with Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. It is an excellent way to study the meaning of the Psalms which you hear in Latin at all other times. The service consumes but one-half hour.

Tonight at 6:45 in Sacred Heart Church -- Novena to the Sorrowful Mother.

PRAYERS -- Very ill: the mother of Donald Georgen, '51.